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Abstract—Kriging is proved and commonly used
computational method in geological research based on
probability. Presented project transfers this approach to image
processing and studies application to nanotubes Results are
compared with Otsu method.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Segmentation is common and often used method for image
data evaluation. This simple and effective approach is applied
in science and practical use, as well. Examples of practical
segmentation application are document binarization, where
printed characters are extracted [1]; scene processing, where a
target should be found [2]; map processing, where lines,
legends and characters are detected [3]; quality inspection of
materials, where defective part should be marked [4]. Wide
branch of thresholding application is processing of
measurement image data from laser scanning microscope [5],
x-ray computed tomography [6] or ultrasonic images [7].
Goal of image segmentation is to find and extract feature or
pattern in image data which represents desired image
information. Choice of proper threshold is essential for
successful segmentation process. At general, segmentation
methods are based on exploitation of [8]
1) histogram shape information: These methods achieve
thresholding based on the shape properties of histogram.
Mentioned algorithms study histogram convex hull [9], peaks
and valleys [10], histogram smoothing via autoregressive
modeling [11] or histogram shape-modeling [12].
2) measurement space clustering: The gray-level data
undergo a two channel clustering analysis. Basic principle of
these algorithms is in histogram separation into two channel
and finding threshold. Otsu method [13], searching of midpoint
peaks [14], fuzzy clustering [15, 16] and mean-square
clustering methods at general [17, 18] can be examples of this
approach.
3) histogram entropy information: This type of methods
uses the entropy distribution in the image. A minimum of
cross-entropy between input gray-level image and resulting
binary image is presented in [19]. Against this, authors of [20]
exploit minimization of thresholded image entropy. Advanced

study of image entropy corrected by Shannon wavelet function
is citing in [21].
4) spatial information: These algorithms find threshold
based on similarity or feature quality between original and
binarized image, like edge matching [22], texture [23] or
stability of segmented objects [24].
5) local characteristics: In this class of algorithms, a
threshold is calculated for each pixel and a threshold value
reflects local neighborhood. That means, local threshold T(i, j)
is function of coordinates (i, j) at each pixel and one image can
be segmented by set of thresholding values instead of one.
These methods are based on evaluation of local statistics like
range [25], local variance [26] and covariance (kriging) [6] or
surface-fitting parameters [27].
This paper presents an adaptive thresholding using kriging
interpolation method. Kriging is a geostatistical interpolation
developed and used in the mining industry for interpolation of
input point data and estimation of a block model. The name
„kriging“ was given by G. Matheron [29] in honor of the
South African mining engineer D. Krige [30].
The most common kriging techniques are variants of
ordinary kriging, known as linear kriging. The more complex
kriging techniques (indicator kriging, disjunctive kriging, etc.)
are based on nonlinear transformation of grades and are
grouped as non-linear kriging methods. In image processing,
kriging is used to estimate the value of pixel by minimizing the
variance of estimate error based on analysis of semi-variances
whose values depend on spacing and orientation of pair-wise
pixels.
II.

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

A. Ordinary Kriging
Basic principle [31] of kriging is an estimation of a
function z(x) based on N sampling points [x1, x2, …, xN]. It is
supposed that z(x) is a realization of random function Z(x).
This function is also supposed to be second order stationary,
i. e. both expectation and covariance function exists and does
not depend on x.
Then, the interpolation (1) could be performed. It is based
on an estimate random function Z*(x) and it is defined as a

linear combination of the Z(x) values on the N sampling
points.
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In computation order of the estimate random function
Z*(x), it is necessary to evaluate the values of all weight
functions wi (x). The random function Z*(x) must be a good
estimator of Z(x), so two conditions are imposed for wi (x)
evaluation: 1. the expectation of the error between Z(x) and
Z*(x) must be zero, 2. the error between Z(x) and Z*(x) must be
minimized. When the mean value is supposed unknown for
every x, the first condition allows us to write (2). The second
condition (3) is equivalent to the minimization of the variance
of (Z(x) – Z*(x)), for every x.

Fig. 1. 3x3 neighborhood designation

Consider the center pixel to be filtered. This pixel is
denoted by i and its neighboring pixels j, where j = 1,2, …, 8.
Covariance function C corresponding to formal distance
between every each pixel is presented in (6). Let a formal
distance between two neighboring pixel is equal to 1.
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The ordinary Kriging equations are gained when both
conditions are taken into account.
When (3) is minimized with respect to wi (x) constrained by
(2), the ordinary Kriging equations are obtained (4).
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Equation (4) shows a linear system with N + 1 equations
and N + 1 unknown weights [w1, w2, …, wN]T. The general
term of matrix C is the covariance function cov(xi, xj) and its
dimension is N × N. B is a N × 1 vector filled by ones and λ is
a Lagrange multiplier. A is also N × 1 vector and its general
term is cov(x, xi).
Thus, if covariance function is defined, the problem could
be solved. Good selection of covariance function is very
essence of successful data approximation.
Ordinary kriging interpolation value is defined by (5).
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where γ11 = 0, γ12 = 1, γ13 = 2, γ14 = 1, γ15 =
=

i
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B. Kriging in 3x3 neighborhood
For clear conversion of geostatistical analysis to image
processing, it is necessary to use a kriging filter Ck as
the covariance function C in (4). Used kriging filter is 3x3
neighborhood connected to central pixel, see Fig. 1. [32, 33,
34]
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Covariance function A (7) consists of formal distances of
central pixel i and neighboring pixels j and it is assembled by
same procedure as above.
A   i1  i 2

  i 8 T
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In case of 3x3 neighborhood, it is obvious that γi1 = γi2 = γi3 =
γi4 = γi5 = γi6 = γi7 = γi8 = 1.
This procedure can be used for kriging in a various
window sizes but it is necessary to consider that
a computational time is quadratic increasing with window
size.

III. APPLICATION ON REAL IMAGE DATA
Methods described above were used during processing of
real images of nanostructured material. Nanomaterials provide
a new way in improving technologies in many fields of
science. They find use in industrial applications, medicine,
information technologies and others. Development of new
materials and processes based on nano-dimensioned
appliances is a very topical issue [35, 36]. A new generation of
materials with surface parts or whole surface structure in the
nanometer scale shows different properties in comparison with
standard materials. Images of nanostructures on Titanium
Grade 2 are investigated by means of image processing
methods including thresholding.

A. Adaptive thresholding using kriging
Preprocessed image was separated to single areas and each
section was processed apart. Kriging was applied at selected
window of image data by principle described in part II.B.
Then window moved pixel by pixel until whole area wasn’t
thresholded. Resulting matrix of thresholds was treated by
median and mean value to gain an overall threshold for each
nanostructure section. For comparison with kriging Otsu
thresholding method was applied, as well.

It is obvious, that Otsu method gives unreliable results.
More than half of gained results almost rise to maximum
image intensity and thresholding process is corrupted see Figs.
4, 5.

A cut-out of nanostructure material image is shown at
Fig. 2 and a detail of area No. 685 is represented at Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Binary image of Fig. 2 gained by Otsu method

Fig. 5. Threshold values of Fig. 2 gained by Otsu method

Fig. 2.

Examples of image results for kriging are presented at
Figs. 6 – 9. Thresholding quality is much better in comparison
with Otsu thresholding method. Walls and centers of
nanotubes are recognizable and separated.

Cut-out of nanomaterial structure image
Fig. 3. Detail of selected nanotube

IV. RESULTS
Goal of image processing is to separate wall and center of
nanotubes for their evaluation. As you can see, both wall and
center has several gray-levels. This occurrence is caused by
different grown height of nanostructure during preparation and
it excludes using global thresholding methods. There are
presented threshold values gained by Otsu method and by
kriging treated by median and mean value for selected areas in
Table 1.

Fig. 6.

Binary image of Fig. 2 gained by kriging (median)

Fig. 7. Threshold values of Fig. 2 gained by kriging (median)
TABLE I.

THRESHOLD VALUE FOR SELECTED NANOSTRUCTURE
SEGMENTS
Threshold Value

Area
No.

Kriging
Median

Mean value

Otsu method

5

49,5

59,4

84,0

36

57,5

53,8

57,0

112

59,0

55,4

170,0

245

66,0

54,7

176,0

Fig. 8.

305

67,0

58,5

194,0

Fig. 9. Threshold values of Fig. 2 gained by kriging (mean value)

428

61,0

60,4

65,5

513

73,0

83,1

55,0

685

45,0

53,1

173,0

756

56,0

55,2

171,0

799

82,0

74,0

66,0

Binary image of Fig. 2 gained by kriging (mean value)

Consequential problem is selection of window size for
kriging. Area No. 685 was chosen for testing of modifications
in threshold evaluation. According to Fig. 10, threshold values
gained by median adjusted kriging are changing rapidly with
window size. In comparison, mean value adjusted kriging is
less sensitive to window size change.

Fig. 10. Threshold Dependency on Window Size for Kriging Adjusted by
Mean Value and Median

V. CONCLUSION
Presented results show that a typical geostatistic method
kriging is useful for evaluation of nanostructure image data. It
is necessary to segment input data and evaluate each area
separated to gain a satisfying output.
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